Introducing our new
CMA Exam Review.

As a strategic partner of the IMA and the leading CPA Exam prep brand that’s been trusted for more than 60 years,
we bring you a new CMA Exam Review experience. Our signature exam prep offering features a brand new suite of
tools for mastering the exam.
Since no two people learn the same exact way, we’re introducing Adapt2U Technology. This innovative tool constantly
accesses your knowledge as you prep, so you can focus on the areas where you need the most help. Here’s what else
users can expect:
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THE CMA: THREE KEY ADVANTAGES
It’s the global benchmark for
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Featuring two new packages.
For every student, every professional and every possibility.

ADVANTAGE
PACKAGE

GRE AT VALUE

24-month access to our 2-part review
Digital textbooks

UNLIMITED ACCES S

PRO
PACKAGE

INCLUDES EVERYTHING FROM ADVANTAGE,
PLUS ALL THIS:

500+ flashcards

Unlimited access to our 2-part review course

3,000+ multiple choice questions

Printed textbooks

70 essay questions

1-on-1 tutoring conducted online for support

Lecture videos*

and answers

Regularly updated content

1-year CPE subscription—access to 600+
unique on demand courses and a webcast

Adapt2U Technology, powered by Sana Labs

course schedule with options for weekdays,

Simulated exams

weeknights and weekends

Personalized review sessions

LiveOnline—virtual classroom courses give

Unlimited practice tests

you real-time access to expert instructors**

Success coaching and academic support
Online FAQ database

*Lecture videos covering Part 2 of the exam will be available in spring 2021
**LiveOnline classes starting in summer 2021
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